
Town of Windham 
Wheeler

Bid Tabulation

Dealer Cab & Chassis O'CONNER MOTOR COMPANY PORTLAND NORTH FREIGHTLINER/WESTERN STAR FREIGHTLINER/WESTERN STAR PORTLAND NORTH HP FAIRFIELD VIKING CIVES MESSER

Make Mack INTERNATIONAL FREIGHTLINER WESTERN STAR INTERNATIONAL

Model Granite 7600 SFA 114SD 4700 7600SFA Body, Plow, Sander Body, Plow, Sander Body, Plow, Sander

Year 2014-15 2014-15 2014-15 2014-15 2013 LEFTOVER

BASE BID CAB/CHASSI $118,465.00 $119,850.00 $112,895.00 $117,605.00 $116,170.00 $79,881.00 $81,417.00 $93,500.00

EXTENDED WARRANTY $3,045.00 Included $10,146.00 $10,146.00 $1,800.00

TOTAL $121,510.00 $119,850.00 $123,041.00 $127,751.00 $117,970.00

TOTAL TRADE Value $45,000.00 $37,000.00 $36,500.00 $36,500.00 $37,000.00

PAINT $2,500.00

TOTAL ONE TRUCK LESS TRADE $76,510.00 $82,850.00 $86,541.00 $91,251.00 $83,470.00

DELIVERY FROM ORDER DATE 120 DAYS 120 DAYS 120 DAYS 120 DAYS ON THE LOT

MEETS SPEC YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Must use diesel exhaust fluid ( Urea) No Diesel exhaust fluid Must use diesel exhaust fluid ( Urea) Must use diesel exhaust fluid ( Urea) No Diesel exhaust fluid

 Usage is 3 to 4 % of total  Usage is 3 to 4 % of total  Usage is 3 to 4 % of total

diesel fuel usage at $4, $5 per gallon diesel fuel usage at $4, $5 per gallon diesel fuel usage at $4, $5 per gallon

Over the life of the truck this could be Over the life of the truck this could be Over the life of the truck this could be 

an additional $5,000+ expence an additional $5,000+ expence an additional $5,000+ expence

Cost of putting in Diesel exhaust fluid Cost of putting in Diesel exhaust fluid Cost of putting in Diesel exhaust fluid

pumping station. We may have to pumping station. We may have to pumping station. We may have to 

install one eventially if all makes go to install one eventially if all makes go to install one eventially if all makes go to 

the exhuast fluid injection to meet the exhuast fluid injection to meet the exhuast fluid injection to meet 

pollution standards. Cost can be pollution standards. Cost can be pollution standards. Cost can be 

anywhere from a few  thousand dollars anywhere from a few  thousand dollars anywhere from a few  thousand dollars

up to tens of thousands up to tens of thousands up to tens of thousands


